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Appraisal 
• Theory, practice and appraisal

• Literature
• Methodologies
• Adoption in practice

• National Archives as a case study
• National Archives of the UK: conceptual or 

pragmatic?
• Pre-1958; 1958-1998; 1998-2008

• Current appraisal issues at TNA



Theory, practice and appraisal

• Literature
• Reflective of context: 

Canada, Australia,UK

• Recognised 
contributors to the 
field

• Surfaces differences 
as well as similarities
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Slide 4 Theory Practice and appraisalWhat is appraisal? Well, it all depends.Although there is now substantial international cross-fertilisation of ideas…and a mixed economy of practice [eg both Aus & UK claim influence of both Jenkinson and Schellenberg] differences remain.International standards tend to pull together what is common about national practice – but ISO 15489 – with contributors from around the world – has been unable to do so for appraisal: it is not defined. [Instead the process of capture is – ‘determining that a record should be made or kept…Decisions about which documents shd be captured & which discarded are based on an analysis of the org’s business and accountabilities’] Methods of appraisal are bound to the context of theory and traditions of archival practice in which they are based. (Reed) e.gWhat is the purpose of your archives? Is it in-house – and more focused on the administrative (governmental efficiency) UK – or collecting, and cultural (historical legacy). Where does responsibility for appraisal lie? with the administrator (European and Jenkinsonian tradition –, with the archivist taking a passive role? Or with the archivist (US and Schellenberg) – or something of a hybrid? With the creator or the preserver or both.AustraliaAS 4390-1996 defines process of appraisal as ‘the process of evaluating business activities to determine which records need to be captured and how long the records need to be kept, to  meet business needs, the requirements of organisational accountability and community expectations’. Standards Australia AS 4390-1996, pt1 p.6.This definition – from the home of the continuum – suggests there is little distinction between the appraisal of current records and archives.Recognised contributors to the Australian debate include Sue Mckemmish, Barbara Reed, Frank Upward, Michael PiggottCanadaInterpares identifies selection as ‘a process that starts at creation and continues till the records are acquired by the archives for permanent retention’. And that this is different from appraisal – which is ‘an attribution of value to records, a value external to the records and defined by the acquiring institution or program – that is supposed to justify the choice of continuing retention for a possible permanent preservation’. Appraisal is seen from the point of view of the preserver. [Interpares – need to join the creator’s view with the preserver.Luciana Duranti, ‘InterPARES Project, The Appraisal of Digital Records: Assessing more than Value’. Presentation given at The National Archives, August? 2008.Terry Cook - Appraisal theory refers to the value of records; the principles by which some records are judged to be significant and others are not: when at the predecessor of LAC his theory of macro-appraisal had great influence on how the national archives carried out its appraisal. Recognised contributors: Duranti, Cook, Terry Eastwood, Candace LoewenUK: Heavily influenced by both Schellenberg and Jenkinson. The National Archives has had a hybrid approach – of which more later.A lack of literature.



Theory, practice and appraisal

• Methodologies
• Archival

• Documentation strategy
• Macro appraisal and 

functional analysis
• Pragmatic large scale 

approaches (Minnesota)
• Schellenberg and 

Jenkinson

• Current records: digital 
and continuum closing 
the gap?
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Slide 5 MethodologiesDocumentation strategy. Based on the theory that faced with a complex information-rich society and rapidly evolving record keeping systems, new and systematic documentation techniques would enable archivists to construct a more representative record of society. Thus it was a plan formulated to ‘assure the documentation of an ongoing issue, activity or geographic area’ – for example the effect of industrial pollution in Toronto or the response of communities to immigration in Birmingham UK, undertaken through ‘the mutual effort of many institutions and individuals influencing both the creation of the records themselves and the archival retention of a portion of them’. Samuels, H. ‘Who Controls the Past’ American Archivist, Vol. 49, Spring, 1986, pp. 109;  Cox, R. J.  Managing Records as Evidence and Information, p.118; Booms, Hans ‘Uberlieferungsbildung: Keeping Archives as a Social and Political Activity’ Archivaria, 33, Winter 1991-2, p. 28. Terry Abraham of the University of Idaho Library found it too resource intensive: ‘documentation strategies, as a tool for active archival involvement in documentation issues and archival accessioning, do not work in the real world.  The universe is too vast, the would-be co-operators each have their own agenda, the eyes of the funding agencies eventually glaze over’. Abraham, T. ‘Documentation Strategies: a Decade (or More) Later’, A paper presented at the SAA annual meeting August, 1995, p.4.But we are doing documentation strategy at TNA – more laterMacro-appraisal: with the need, particularly at the level of government, to streamline techniques for the selection of bulky paper records, to accommodate digital records, and to enable consistent selection decisions to be made across different media and disparate creating bodies, based on provenance. It aims to assess value at the government-wide or institution-wide level, and from the top down, through an analysis of organisational functions. A number of models have been developed in different countries, but it is generally based on the theory that archivists need to determine societal values by analysing three interrelated entities: (1) the creators of records, (2) socio-historical processes (functions, activities etc that creators make on behalf of citizens) and (3) citizens, clients, customers etc on whom both function and structure impinge and who in turn influence both of the other two. It is about putting the focus on the citizen and documenting the citizen’s relationship with the state (or the customer’s relationship with a corporation, etc). Canada, Netherlands, UK & OzCook, T. ‘Macro-appraisal and Functional analysis: documenting governance rather than government’ Journal of the Society of Archivists,  Vol 25, No 1, 2004,  p.8.Pragmatic approaches. Pragmatic policies are based on the idea that it is desirable to acknowledge one’s limitations, and proactively to develop an acquisition strategy commensurate with one’s resources.  It accepts that difficult choices have to be made and the resulting documentation will be partial. It has been articulated most strongly by archivists at the Minnesota Historical Society who in the 1990s had to decide which and what quantity of business archives from the state of Minnesota it would accommodate.  With two members of staff dealing with acquisitions, and a state whose historic industries were milling, lumber and the railroad, and current ones banking, computing and medical technology, choices had to be set if the future business archive of the state was not to be dictated entirely by chance. Traditional. Finally the traditional appraisal method developed by Schellenberg and based on analyses of the records themselves continues to have its supporters.  It is based on the theory that while records creators should be responsible for judging the primary values of records of use to the organisation, archivists should appraise for secondary values (those of research) and that these are both evidential and informational. Thus appraisal for secondary value is done by assessing both context and content, and in terms of provenance and pertinence. It acknowledges that, especially in judging the value of ‘informational’ content, subjectivity cannot readily be avoided. Those supporting a ‘content’ analysis approach include those advocating documentation strategy, and practitioners such as Frank Boles and Mark Greene.  Those arguing against appraisal by content, preferring to use evidence and context as benchmarks include educators such as Luciana Duranti, Terry Eastwood, and Angelica Menne Haritz.  However practitioners, particularly in collecting archives continue to find this a useful approach Boles, F. and Greene, Mark A. ‘Et Tu Schellenberg? Thoughts on the Dagger of American Appraisal Theory’  American Archivist,  Vol 59, Summer 1996, pp. 298-310.Duranti, L. ‘The Concept of Appraisal and Archival Theory’ The American Archivist,  Vol 57, Spring 1994, pp. 328-344; Eastwood, T. ‘Nailing a Little Jelly to the Wall of Archival Studies’; Menne-Haritz, A. ‘Appraisal or Documentation: Can we appraise archives by selecting content?’ But all new thinking is concentrating on the effect of the digital nature of records on the processes of selection and appraisal. All recognise the need to ‘select’ at the earliest possible time in the record’s life – and that selection involves evaluating for long term preservation as well as the needs of current business. Does this mean that the role of records manager and archivist are becoming merged? InterPARES 1 says ‘It is a matter of organisational policy whether or not the preserver plays a role in the disposition of electronic records not selected for preservation.  In any event the outcome or result of selection is that e-recs both destined and not destined for continuing preservation are identified. 



Adoption in practice: Canadian approach

• Survey of Canadian 
archivists 2003-5 (Craig)
• 313/450 responses from 

individual archivists
• Uncertainty about 

appropriate 
methodology

• Ambivalent role of 
manager, in appraisal

• Role of intuition
• Ambivalent about 

publicising appraisal 
decisions
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Slide 6 Adoption in PracticeThe approaches described on previous slide were developed both by practising archivists and academics. They have been brought together as a suite of available methodologies – but how useful are they in practice? Do people use them?Barbara Craig has done a huge survey (see Archivaria 64 Fall 2007) – specifically about appraisal as a work process -313 out of 450 (70%) Canadian archivists: as v little had been done.It situates the responses within their overall experience, institutional affiliation, and basic demography. Discusses respondents’ views on the knowledge, education and training needed to do appraisal, and assesses the sources for information they use and find useful. Then looks at problems encountered.Findings – ambivalent role of the manager in relation to the professional archivist (impediments/supportive); uncertainty about best methods to use – due to growing sophistication with tools – or uncertainty about the continuing value of any method; that intuition is recognised and valued ‘you do not start with this intuition but gain it after years of hands-on appraisal. After years you will ‘intuitively’ know if the records fill gaps in your institution’s holdings; that experiential learning and need for mentors was nearly as important as the masters qualification; however quite a lot of ambivalence as to whether their appraisal decisions should be made public.



Adoption in practice: UK approach

• UK archival institutions 
2003
• Responses from 12 

organisations
• Purposes of appraisal
• Limited existence of 

appraisal policies
• Little conscious 

application of 
methodology
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Slide 7 UK approach In the UK a very small study of about 12 organisations – and asking slightly different questions (how far do archives apply appraisal theory) Purpose of appraisal: Practitioners: Build a comprehensive but compact picture of the University over time; Continue to supply the historical record; Record the business of government; Comply with appropriate collections policies; Make sure records are accessible Theorists: Document society; Define society’s values; Provide a representative record of our time; Shape the future of our jurisdiction’s documentary heritage Appraisal policies? Appraisal policies were rare because archivists believed they would have limited value. A number of interviewees gave similar reasons for this view.  Firstly it was argued that collections should not be approached with pre-conceived ideas, and that the uniqueness of collections and the variety of situations that occur meant that strict, detailed policies and guidelines were not desirable. More valuable in appraisal was the experience-based knowledge of colleagues: it was more productive to discuss appraisal decisions collaboratively, particularly in small repositories. Archivists described their appraisal practices in some detail: where these were record-based they described such principles as selection of information at the highest hierarchical level to reduce redundancy, and asserting the importance of contextual analysis.  A number referred to an indefinable knowledge that is difficult to write down; a kind of intuitive knowledge born of experience, and appraisal practices that are hard to transfer on to paper or articulate in terms of guidelines. There was considerable support for the maintenance of the independence of judgement they currently enjoyedRepository influenced by appraisal theories? most responded that they were not.  In general they did not identify their appraisal methodologies with any specific theory, although it was clear that their practices did in fact align with one or more of these, particularly those at the ‘practical’ end of the spectrum. The National Archives has explicitly adapted macro-appraisal to include consultation with users, and strategic themes; Glasgow University has experimented with the Minnesota method and Guildhall Library and South Lanarkshire had investigated using the methodology, although neither adopted it. Since 2003 Oxford University has adopted a functional analysis approach. Others acknowledged the influence of Schellenberg and the UK Grigg report. One commented that they kept the good material and discarded the bad.  



Practice makes perfect?

• Value of theory, 
methodology and 
practice

• ‘Intelligent practice is 
not simply experience 
and intuition, but the 
difference between a 
trained and an untrained 
mind...’ 
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Slide 8 Practice makes perfect?Donald Schon, research into professionalism, about 30 years ago‘In his day-to-day practice he makes innumerable judgments of quality for which he cannot state adequate criteria, and he displays skills for which he cannot state the rules and procedures’ The most useful resource for some of the archivists in the case study appeared to be intelligent practice of this kind: tacit and unarticulated, born of experience and intuition. There is nothing new here. The application of intuition and experience as the basis of appraisal practice has long been recognised by practitioners, even if theorists have tended deplore it.  In an article written in 1972 and translated into English in 1987 Hans Booms described how German archivists in the early 20th century appraising for historical evidence on the basis of verstehen or intuitive understanding, and experience. This, he says, provided the justification of the appraisal principle of Fingerspitzengefühl ‘finger-tip-feeling’ or subtle intuition that grew out of a ‘gift for sensitivity...human maturity...and the ability to empathize with historical events’.  It was deliberately anti-theoretical and accorded with the view that ‘detailed regulations and systems for determining what should be destroyed and what should be preserved are of no value; as is generally the case, theory is worthless or inferior – only actual practice is decisive’One experienced practitioner in the case study, who was exposed to theory while undertaking graduate training, but now explicitly values experience above theory-chasing activities, believes there is another element involved. ‘Intelligent practice is not simply experience and intuition, but the difference between a trained and an untrained mind. Professional training provides common-ground between the newly-qualified novice and the older hands, and shapes the novice’s absorption of experience’ Is there a gap here between theorists and practitioners? Or is it all intermingling and iterative?



The National Archives : conceptual or 
pragmatic?

• The National Archives of 
England, Wales and the United 
Kingdom (2005) 

• Is a government department 
and executive agency of the 
Ministry of Justice

• Takes in the records of UK 
government departments and 
agencies, courts and tribunal –
that’s all

• Governed by the 1958 and 
1967 Public Records Acts.

/

• Public Record Office 
(1838)

• Historical Manuscripts 
Commission (1869)

• Office of Public Sector 
Information (HMSO 
1786)
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Slide 9 TNA conceptual or pragmaticTNA (well PRO) is a government department and an executive agency of the Ministry of Justice (1958 Act made Lord Chancellor its minister).TNA = PRO, OPSI, HMC, NRA    In terms of appraisal, - as you might expect it has to be about taking the long view and our systems and processes have been set up to ensure that we take in from government departments, courts and tribunals records and information that will form the documentary heritage of government in the UK. (Unlike some other national archives, for example Library and Archives Canada and the National Archives of Scotland our acquisition remit is focused on central government. We do not take in local authority, private, personal or business records). 

http://www.30yearrulereview.org.uk/�


The National Archives 1958-1998
• The context: post war; paper; 

strong administrative drivers; 
cultural aspect less 
pronounced

• Influences 
• Jenkinson
• Public Records Acts 1958 

and 1967
• Record structure and 

function and govt policies
• Reviews at 5 & 25 years
• Bottom up – file by file
• Access 50 years reduced 

to 30 years now 15….
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Slide 10 TNA 1958-98Pre-1958 A period when Sir Hilary Jenkinson dominated. Stressed the impartiality of the archivist, who had physical and moral duties. Archivist – the most selfless devotee of truth the modern world produces. Realises ‘the question of bulk of present day Archives is a new and serious matter’. Places appraisal processes including disposal decisions with the individual agency/office of origin.  1958 -1998 Grigg report modified this view.The influence of Jenkinson and Schellenberg was strong for the period from 1958, the date of the Public Records Act, for the following forty years. Paper based records were reviewed at 5 and 25 years after creation to ensure that first administrative, and secondly archival/research needs were met – an examination on a file by file basis. DROs worked with records creators and PRO Inspecting Officers to undertake a series of reviews. The Act recommended access at 50 years; a 1967 act reduced this to 30 – and last week the Dacre review, set up by Gordon Brown has now recommended that this is reduced to 15 years. Dacre review and announcement end Jan 2009 – reduction to 15 years. http://www.30yearrulereview.org.uk



1998-2004
• Context: increasingly digital. New 

media and formats; appraisal 
values stuck in the 1950s

• Influences
• Freedom of Information
• Transparency & partnership
• International developments 

especially macro-appraisal
• Developments

• Acquisition and disposition 
policies – eight 
themes/functions

• Operational Selection Policies
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Slide 11 1998-2004By 1998 this was no longer viableContext: From 1998 (Comma in 2002 notes that) this was no longer viable becausethere were too many recordsappraisal values were stuck in the 1950s – emphasising the need to document structures and functions of creating bodies and the development of government policies – but not those that showed how they were implemented in practice and interaction with citizen it didn’t work for electronic records: and in 2002 government had issued a mandate that all new public records must be created and maintained electronically by 2004 –Influencesa) Freedom of Information Act 2000 lead in to implementation 2005 made the presumption on openness unless exemptions were valid. Requirements for compliance led to reassessment of record keeping practices.b) New thinking from 1998 Key to this  were the principles of transparency and partnership.   making all selection policy documents subject to public consultation and subsequently published on the web site, and reviewing them openly and transparently seeking advice from government departments, fellow professionals and the users, from both the academic and genealogical communities. c) macro-appraisal beginning to be seen as a solution in Canada, Netherlands and elsewhere. So further change was reflected in applying the top-down approach enabled through functional analysis and macro appraisal.  The functional approach was tempered by identifying themes that were priorities for permanent preservation and against which any functional analysis was to be aligned.  This top down approach resulted in An acquisition policy: this stated:Our objectives are to record the principal policies and actions of the UK  government and to document the state’s interaction with its citizens and with the physical environment.  In doing so we will provide a research resource for our generation and future generations.  Eight themes were identified, against which records were to be selectedPolicy and administrative processes of state – covering formulation of policy and management of public resources; management of the economy; external relations and defence policy; administration of justice and maintenance of security;formulation and delivery of social policies; cultural policy Interaction of the state with its citizens – covering the social and demographic condition of the UK, as documented by the state’s dealings with individuals, communities and organisations outside its own formal boundaries; and the impact of the state on the physical environment. The policy was implemented through a series of Operational Selection Policies – which offer more detail criteria for application in specific departments and agencies – and which were developed jointly by the then PRO and specific departments, and user consultation.  Early OSPs included such subjects as Fiscal Policy; Nuclear Weapons Policy; Preservation and Use of the Countryside. Duncan Simpson and Susan Graham ‘Appraisal and Selection of Records: A New Approach’, Comma, 2002 –  1 /2, pp.51-55. Elizabeth Honer and Susan Graham ‘Should Users have a Role in Determining the Future Archive? The Approach Adopted by the Public Record Office, the UK National Archive, to the Selection of Records for Permanent Preservation’, Liber Quarterly, 2001, 11: 382-399.



2004-2008

• Context
• Acquisition Policy needed 

supporting guidance
• Appraisal Policy – underlying 

concepts
• Influences

• International – Macro appraisal 
& functional analysis

• Digital & current needs
• Developments

• Appraisal reports
• Appraisal toolkits

• Thoughtful, if not innovative
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Appraisal Policy developed in response to the changed conditions for records management within UK government, especially the development of digital records. Project board, which studied ways to streamline Grigg methods of review, the impact of digital records on appraisal methods and the theory and practice of alternative appraisal methods used in archives elsewhere. The theoretical approach: macro appraisal adopted as a general approach (without subscribing to the theory) with functional analysis; used to analyse recs at the highest level, providing criteria for records common across govt, and where a function is carried out across several govt depts.  Done consultation with historians or political scientists, with DROs, representatives from business units as well as client managers and an archivist drawn from outside the TNA. The Appraisal Report (completed by IMC (client manager) and dro) serves three purposes:• It provides structured information about the responsibilities, work and records of organisations so that appraisers can identify records of potential historial value; • It is a transparent record of decisions on the selection of digital records for permanent preservation; • It is the guide to subsequent selection of specific records from an organisation’s Electronic Document and Records Management System (EDRMS), shared drives, databases and other digital formats, as well as, where relevant, from records created in hybrid formats. It has been developed especially for appraising managed and unmanaged digital records in UK government agencies, NDPBs etc but can be used for a variety of other purposes:• To make archival appraisal decisions for digital records produced within a division or directorate of a central government department; • To make archival appraisal decisions for hybrid records (e.g. shared drivesplus paper files); • To collect background information to rationalise paper review; • To collect background information for retention scheduling; • To provide evidence of records management and retention scheduling for FOI s.46 assessment purposesThe Appraisal Report is therefore an appraisal tool in the widest sense of the word, although originally developed to aid historical selection.Appraisal toolkits: - templates and questionnairesHow TNA has diverged from the prescriptions of macro-appraisal theory: 1. TNA has adopted macro-appraisal as a methodology without specifically adhering to all the elements of the theory. TNA describes its approach to macro-appraisal as:“a method of assessing the value of records at the government, departmental or unit level rather than at an individual document or file level.” 2. For practical reasons the role of the archivist (client managers at TNA) has increased but so has the involvement of the departmental business unit and of researchers.3. TNA has statutory constraints, so that the scope of appraisal is limited to supervising the selection of public records. This has to date limited TNA interest in documentation strategies and DIRKS methodology.How TNA’s system conforms with the principles of macro-appraisal theory:1. TNA’s interpretation of macro-appraisal has developed as an active, planned, targeted approach. It attempts to be comprehensive in its identification of all the possible creators of records for a specific function.2. Analysis at government level results in OSPs for records produced by functions common across government such as publications, inspection reports or committee papers.3. Analysis of records produced when a function is carried out within a few departments – results in OSPs on the regulation of companies; possible OSPs on groups of departments such as regulators and museums.4. Analysis of all the records produced by one agency or in one directorate of a central government department – the main thrust of Appraisal Reports.5. Analysis of the value of records at series level (paper records only), geared to identifying the best method of appraisal and review 



What are we doing? Websites
• Government web archive launched 2003 – holds sites from 

1996-7
• Appraised in line with 8 functions of government
• Debate as to whether a website is a record continues
• Current approaches: websites

• Identified as archival in departments
• Captured regularly three times a year
• Event based harvesting (rapid response)
• Themed collections

• Technical and archival dimensions
• Web harvesting alone not the right appraisal solution
• Web continuity – the persistence of links
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Slide 13 What are we doing? WebsitesSometimes need to ‘harvest now, ask questions later.’ This is at odds with the traditional appraisal approach. However it does take place following earlier overall discussion with colleagues in appraisal and selection. We gain overall agreement to carry out such additional activities within agreed parameters. This means that our Web Archiving teams take a more proactive approach to selecting material than perhaps might have been traditionally considered. It’s a case of building knowledge in consultation with appraisal and selection experts and developing good instincts from archiving experience. Ideally, a Web Archivist should combine technical and archival skills and experience and use that to inform their activities and collaboration with colleagues. For the Web Archivist, the main consideration is to improve the quality of capture, and to capture websites in a timely manner. At the National Archives, this involves:Working with Web Archive Archiving tools and service providers (or a combination of both) to tackle technical challenges and improve quality of capture.Working with Colleagues who carry out the appraisal selection process so that expectations are managed and that selected material is captured where possible.On occasion, deciding to harvest a website within our remit which has not been captured before, or deciding to harvest a website outside of the regular agreed activitiesOur current view is that web harvesting, although great at what it does and much improved from the early days, is too broad-brush to be relied upon as a substitute for appraisal and selection for permanent preservation. We would select the website version only if we could not get it from elsewhere in the department, or if the website functionality was a part of the record. There are 4 main strands to our activities:Websites identified as part of an Appraisal Report on departmental records. These reports are produced by Information Management Consultants working closely with government departments. This includes websites which may already be in scope under Web Continuity, and websites of finite activities such as public inquiries and Royal Commissions.Websites captured regularly as part of our broader, thrice yearly approach with Web Continuity. This has expanded to include all of the UK Government web estate in scope for the National Archives. We are also working with colleagues in the National Libraries of Wales and Scotland so that Welsh and Scottish government content is comprehensively covered, which also enriches their cultural collections. Discussions have taken place too with Public Record Office Northern Ireland, who may also take up our model of harvesting using the European Archive.Event based harvesting (rapid response.) This includes responding to major national and world events and machinery of government changes. We trigger ‘exceptional crawls’ which are intended to harvest the material as soon as possible. This is particularly important where the content on a website will change rapidly in response to events or announcements. This can be requested by Information Management Consultants, or initiated by the Web archiving team themselves for sites within our remit. In both cases, the decision is taken ‘on the spot’ – hopefully before the information is changed or removed.Themed collections These include material brought together by researching our existing collection, material harvested over time on a particular theme and increasingly material harvested as part of a larger set of collections across organisations. (Examples include Avian Influenza, Climate Change, UK Security, the Smoking ban, Foot and mouth and Bluetonge. More recently we began to harvest a selected’ financial crisis’ selection on a monthly basis, in discussion with the British Library, who are harvesting a broader selection of sites on a six-monthly basis.) Web Continuity also provides:redirection tools to government so that missing pages redirect to relevant live or archived materialclear labelling of archived sitesstandards and guidance for government website owners – in link management, archivable websites, and improving capture using sitemaps.a database of all government websitesnew presentation pages on the National Archives website



What are we doing? Datasets 

• ‘Operational Selection Policy 30: Interaction of the State with 
the Citizen as documented in electronic case files & datasets’

• Macro-appraisal used as an aid to
• Identify data sets and case files of potential archival value
• Identify areas of overlap between departments to avoid 

duplication
• Value added to core data sets (decennial census)?
• Repeated and ongoing datasets – regular snapshots
• Dynamic datasets – work in progress
• GIS- the component parts (datasets, and base mapping) will 

be selected, so users to recreate the GIS for themselves
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Slide 14 DatasetsCase files, sometimes referred to as ‘particular instance papers’ are records series whose component files cover the same subject matter though each relating to a different person, body or place. As the Grigg Committee commented: ‘While each individual document may be of little importance by itself, taken together or by way of sample these papers enable certain broad conclusions as to historical, economic, or social trends to be drawn’. Datasets may be the approximate digital equivalent of case files (appraisal policy)Case files’ are dealt with outside the system of review. Grigg proposed that all case files created across government be appraised as a whole, enlisting historical advice. The Appraisal Policy proposes that an assessment of the value of the functions carried out by an organisation will be the main element in the appraisal of digital records produced by it. Even so for datasets, where they are the digital equivalent of case files, procedures have been established in which the informational content and research value of the records remains an important element in appraisal. OSP 30 [Decennial censuses. National Identity Register and NHS National Programme for IT would be if they got going]3) Does it record key functions of the department? Eg Immigration Appellate Authority’s IRIS Database for immigration appeals]4) If not, does it concern under-represented or disadvantaged groups? [These are sought]5) Does it have ‘archival value’: does it provide information on the individual likely to be of research value either to academics or to a broad section of the public? 6 Summary guide to the Selection Process Questions 	Possible answers 	1 Is subject of the record an individual, or a social collection of individuals? 	If yes – next question 	If no - not subject to this Policy, proceed to question 6 	2 Does the data together with the circumstances [eg travellers in caraavans] of its compilation provide information on the individual in addition to that on the core datasets? [decennial censuses] 	If yes – next question 	If no - proceed to question 6 	3 Is it recording key functions of the department? 	If no – next question 	If yes - proceed to question 5 	4 Does it concern under-represented or disadvantaged groups? 	If yes – next question 	If no - proceed to question 6 	Does it have ‘archival value’: does it provide information on the individual likely to be of research value either to academics or broad section of the publick	If yes – Select 	If no - proceed to question 6 	Is it illustrative of a depts way of working? If yes – take a single snapshot. If not – not subject to this policy.



Collections strategies

• What?
• Who’s ensuring that  

key events, themes 
will be recorded?

• Nuclear? Climate 
change? 2012?

• How will it help?
• Identifies interested 

parties and supports 
the development of 
infrastructure



Current appraisal issues for TNA
1. What is a record? The ‘What to Keep’ project
2. ‘Information’ matters too
3. Systems needing integrated attention:

i. Datasets; case systems
ii. Websites; intranets 
iii. Web 2.0 applications: wikis, blogs

4. EDRMS do not solve everything
5. One size does not fit all
6. The ‘end-user’ problem
7. Technology changes faster than we can keep up 
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Slide 16 Current appraisal issues for TNAWhat we are facing today are issues that are facing all large organisations that assume a responsibility for maintaining records. New appraisal challenges1.It’s hard to be certain what is a record any more because of the dynamic, interactive and collaborative nature of much digital information. How do you select and appraise items – eg datasets – that are being continually updated and never become either closed or fixed. The InterPARES project offers key solutions here.2.We can no longer confine our attention to records anyway. It’s not just records but  ‘information’ that we need to take into account. If you think of a web site – what proportion of it is information and what comprises records? How far does it matter when you are going to keep it all anyway?3.We haven’t taken an ‘organisation’ wide view of information. Appraisal solutions are needed not just for the traditional records that have fallen to the records manager, but other and new types. Datasets (perhaps the oldest form of digital record, yet our practices not embedded. Case/business systems, websites, intranets, web 2.0 applications – wikis and blogs4. Early solutions for managing digital records are insufficient. EDRMS have been adopted – but it is clear that these are not able to capture all the records and information that needs to be kept. And in many cases while retention should be built into the processes many government departments are not applying them.5.It had been anticipated that the adoption of  edrm systems with record functionality approved by TNA would lead to a consistent approach to information management across government. However each department and agency has unique roles and functions and different ways of keeping its information and records. They all have different cultures, and this too impacts on how they keep their records 6.There has been no adequate successor to the registry clerk, the person who controlled the paper files (in the UK). In the digital environment records managers can issue guidance and advise, but in the final analysis it is the end user – the person using the desktop computer or laptop – who is responsible for managing records – and keeping the right stuff and deleting the rest -  and they don’t.7.Technology changes faster than we can keep up. Government ministers and civil servants leap on every new bandwagon that is going. They develop policy on blogs and wikis, record decisions on Blackberry devices, encourage the posting of government information on non-government – and even personal – websites and encouraging citizens to mash data to create new services. They are like Alice in a Web 2.0 wonderland – but it’s a nightmare if you want to keep it. Data mashing   Current TNA thinking: What to Keep project Government departments are asking for help. They are finding it difficult to operateAnd now that the Dacre Review has recommended that records should now be open at 15 rather than 30 years it is clear that systems for appraisal are fit for purpose.Information and recordsCurrent and archivalAll applications are in scope	Email and edrms	Datasets	Websites	Wikis, blogs and other web 2.0	Intranets



Thank you.

caroline.williams@nationalarchives.gov.uk
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